NOTE:
STRIP IN CORNER SEAM OF PITCH PAN WITH HEAT WELDED FLASHING STRIP.

FIBERCLAD METAL PITCH PAN, FASTEN WITH GALVANIZED ANNULAR RING SHANK NAILS (3" O.C.)

FTR SELF LEVELING 1-PART URETHANE

2-PIECE METAL RAIN HOOD (OPTIONAL)

FTR MEMBRANE FLASHING STRIP, HEAT WELDED

FTR NON-REINFORCED AT CORNERS, HEAT WELDED

FTR OR FTR-FB MEMBRANE

BOND-BREAKER

NON-SHRINK GROUT

FILL VOIDS W/COMPRESSIBLE FILLER AND INSULATION AS REQUIRED

WOOD BLOCKING ATTACHED @ 250 LBF/FT

INSULATION ATTACHED PER SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL REFERENCE:
"FTR GS 02/13"
"FTR MA 02/13"
"FTR AD 02/13"
"FTR BA 02/13"

PITCH PAN FLASHING
SEE FTR SPECIFICATION(S) FOR CONDITIONS ON USE
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